
Dark Element Combat Acon

Provocave quesons - Form provocave quesons that they already know the 
answers to and allow them to guess. 

Ask in-your-face quesons that directly sr up their inmate desires, their 
greatest fears or their inhibions. This sets up the learners to experience the 
situaon and assess their response. 

Poke the bear with a sck and you have it's aenon. Your sck is your
provocave queson.

Do something - having learners join in the presentaon by allowing them 
draw, make choices or even connect the dots on the presentaon screen or 
more…
 
Doing two tasks is possible. However, truth is that we may not effecvely
accomplish both at the same me.  Hence, the way we keep our learners
ffocused is by creang virtual acvies that require their aenon and keep 
them interested in what you are trying to convey.
 
KKung fu has weapons to fight off the enemy. To become a master webinar pre-
senter we also must be able to combat mul-tasking with virtual tools like 
chat to write down their thoughts, comments and quesons or responses. 
There are other ways to keep your learners glued to the webinar session and 
enjoy the virtual experience.

Speak from the heart- Drop all the "BAD SPIRITS" of theorecal wring and 
speaking; Kill factual presentaons by always providing an example first then 
explaining next. Do not present an idea followed by an example.
 
Why use 10 when you can use 3 ideas to do the job? As the saying goes less 
can be more and vice-versa. So go and find the gold nugget from the
multude of ideas.
  
The Kyudo warrior is completely concentrated and focused as they take aim 
with their bow and arrow. They have one thing in mind: hing the target - 
bull’s eye. Such is the manner in which we decide on the focal point of our 
presentaon. Leave the theories in the books. Pick out your relevant target 
when conducng webinars and keep focused. Do not concern yourself with 
too much data.  Help learners discover the context and keep them engaged.

Avoid theories. Encourage applicaon - Plain oatmeal is never the first choice 
but this is good for you. In the same manner, an idea delivered in a monotone 
voice losses the interest of the learners. By adding a full spectrum of
emoons you develop rapport with your learners and the session becomes 
entertaining.
 
TTo set your presentaons apart from other boring and bland webinars means 
making the effort to be beyond ordinary. Keeping the conversaon flowing 
throughout the session, providing impacul images, sharing relatable stories 
and elicing stories from your learners are some of the ways to keep things 
above ordinary. Your moderately toned voice will smulate the warm and
encouraging atmosphere within the virtual session. 

“Move” your learners - People respond to provocaon - posive or negave. 
Enable learners’ minds to be “pushed to the edge” using techniques like
ancipaon, curiosity, discovery. Allow them to follow their tendency to peek 
into something. Use interacve stories to help learners “feel.”
 
Do see the wind when it hits your face? Well your answer would certainly be 
NO but you feel it. 
  
Fear, anger, sadness, joy, love, disgust and surprise are some of the emoons  
that can trigger learners to respond with their own stories and share insights.   
 
Short interacve stories like those featured here are examples of how a very 
short story can enable learners to relate to the gamut of emoons shown and 
enable them to respond effecvely and help them discover learning and
appliapplicaon points.

Most of all, it is always worthwhile to call people by their names as you read 
their comments and feedback. It provides the warmth as a trainer to the
virtual environment.
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